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Status
 Open

Subject
Request for 2 new Tracker fields

Version
18.x

Category
Feature request

Feature
Trackers

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Mike Finko

Lastmod by
Mike Finko

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Hi,

There are issues with filtering on 'Date and Time picker' in TableSorter and PivotTable. I spoke with
another team member who said they were "deep issues". I have confidence they will get solved some
day, but date sorting, - by month and year, at least - is a basic necessity today.

I created a very simple workaround that is bullet-proof, which works across the board where
applied. I added two dropdowns with:

1) year, i.e. '2019, 2018', etc.

2) month, i.e. '01-January, 02-February, etc.'

So now the user has two extra fields to click on  (in addition to the 'Date and Time picker' field, as
the day is important also) but, also have a TableSorter that works 100% 

The 'Wish' would be to add separate fields ('months', 'year') in which:

month - has an option to have the current calendar month (based on the time and date settings off
the users Tiki configuration) be the default option (yes/no)

date - same thing, option to have current year as default.

While some would argue, why not 'quarterly' or some other options, realistically, monthly or annualy
is how the vast majority people view reports.

I strongly suspect this would be super easy and quick to accomplish as 90% of the code is already
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available.

br,
Mike

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
9

Priority
45

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
7023

Created
Wednesday 13 February, 2019 08:28:49 GMT-0000
by Mike Finko

LastModif
Wednesday 13 February, 2019 08:28:49 GMT-0000

Comments

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item
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